Is this bid an FOB bid or an in-place bid? The way it reads is as if it's an FOB bid but in one section is gives specific lift thickness's. If this is an FOB bid where would we be delivering the materials to the town garage? If you're looking for an in-place number what would the minimum tonnage placement you would be looking for? If you're looking for a contractor to place 40 tons the pricing would be a lot different than if you're looking to place 500.

This bid is intended to be an FOB bid.

1) Where are the delivery locations listed for this bid for sodium hypochlorite & 25% caustic?
2) Where can you find quantity per delivery for sodium hypochlorite & 25% caustic?

These questions appear to be submitted for a different bid than #704 – Bituminous Class 1, 2 & Curb Mix.